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 What we do 
 

 
Access Adventures introduces people with physical 
disabilities to outdoor sport and adventure through 
organised adaptive activity camps 

 
Our Goals 
 

• Improve the quality of life for people with physical 
disabilities through outdoor activity programmes 

• Challenge expectations and realise full potential 
• Increase confidence and self-belief 
• Raise awareness of opportunities for disabled people 
• Make outdoor adventure accessible and affordable for 

everyone with a physical disability 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Summary of Purposes, 
Activities & Achievements 

 
 
 
Purposes of the charity 
 
To relieve the needs of people with physical disabilities by providing 
outdoor adaptive adventure sports and activity camps, designed to provide 
such people with opportunities to participate in sports and activities that 
promote physical health and fitness and improve their conditions of life 
 
 
Main Activities 
 
In the financial period, Access Adventures delivered 10 adaptive sports 
camps comprising of accessible accommodation, activity provision, 
adaptive equipment, qualified instructors and full catering. Resources 
expended also included insurance and marketing costs relating to these 
camps 
 
 
 

Public Benefit 
 
The trustees have had regard to the guidance issued by the 
Charity Commission on public benefit 
 
 
 
 



Main Achievements 
 
The aim of the charity is to improve the quality of life for people with 
physical disabilities. This was achieved through organising adaptive 
adventure camps where groups of participants engaged in exciting outdoor 
activities that are not easily accessible for people with disabilities. Access 
Adventures delivered 10 of these residential camps during the financial 
period 2016 – 2017 
 
Each camp followed a carefully planned format that provides a safe but 
challenging environment for participants to push their own boundaries and 
experience the sense of freedom, exploration and exhilaration offered by 
activities such as water-skiing, wake-boarding, kayaking, biking, kiting and 
land yachting. Taking part in these activities provided an effective 
rehabilitation tool, improving physical and psychological well-being, building 
self-esteem and confidence 
 
Access Adventures pulled together all of the elements required to enable 
disabled participants to access the lakes, rivers, forests, beaches and 
mountains where these activities take place including accessible 
accommodation, transportation, qualified instruction and local guiding, able 
bodied volunteers, bespoke ‘adaptive’ equipment and additional 
physiotherapy 
 
Each camp included a strong social element with group activities that 
helped participants to engage with each other, providing opportunities for 
mutual support and helpful discussions. This ‘community’ aspect was 
continued after the camps through the strong online community facilitated 
by the charity's website and social media 
 
Post-camp feedback provided by participants shows evidence of improved 
quality of life relating to increased confidence and self-belief. It also showed 
that many participants have gone on to increase their involvement in sport 
and have reported significant health benefits 
 

 



Feedback 
 

“I may have only been back one day, but all my friends 
and family have noticed a difference in me, thank you for 

giving me my sparkle back” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“The team at Access Adventures have genuinely helped 
change my life.  They have made me realise that 

anything is possible if you have the belief and 
confidence to push your own boundaries” 

 
 
“I haven’t felt so alive since before my injury! It’s given 
me so much confidence and I feel that I could do so 

much that I thought was behind me” 
 
 

“Despite my reservations I went on a waterskiing camp 
this summer and absolutely loved it! I was amazed to 

discover you can waterski independently with a disability 
such such as a spinal cord injury. I came back from the 

weekend absolutely buzzing with a new-found 
confidence and a new group of friends!" 

 
 
 


